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Abstract: Development of modern real-time 3D graphics applications can be a challenging task to a great extent
due to coding complexities of dealing with graphics APIs and having to test and debug code executing on
graphics processors. Often, it's not possible to develop shader code in isolation using external tools, because
it may depend on data supplied by the application. Most open-source engines lack advanced features or don't
map well to iterative development. When no suitable graphics library is available, one has to resort to the use
of a complex graphics API such as DirectX or OpenGL. With the evolution of graphics hardware, the latest
versions of graphics APIs tend to expose more hardware features in a move towards increasing power, control
and flexibility. However, the users are faced with multiplied programming complexity of dealing with different
low-level graphics APIs and having to write verbose and cumbersome code. This paper presents a software
library which simplifies management of the graphics pipeline and allows rapid prototyping and easy testing of
new ideas.
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INTRODUCTION computing languages) such Microsoft's High-Level

Interactive 3D graphics is widely used in scientific Language (GLSL) or NVIDIA's C for Graphics (Cg).
visualizations, CAD/CAM/CAE systems, multimedia Shaders,  specialized  programs  executing on
production, entertainment and "serious" games. Real-time graphics processing  units  (GPU), lie at the heart of
rendering is a part of interactive computer graphics today's real-time graphics. Even the current generation of
concerned with generating images at real-time frame rates. consumer-level graphics chips for mobile devices has
At the present time realistic real-time rendering of almost completely abandoned fixed-function pipeline
sufficiently complex 3D scenes is usually achieved (FFP, a fixed set of render states and switches for
through  the   use    of    dedicated    graphics   hardware. configuring the rendering pipeline to achieve the desired
A possible alternative is interactive ray tracing on graphics effect in the pre-shader era). However, there is a
multicore processors, but it requires tremendous plethora of technical problems and a considerable amount
computing power, available only on high-end of additional complexity programmers are faced with when
workstations. developing a shader-centric application. These problems

The application developer communicates with the include compiling and loading shader programs, linking
underlying hardware via a low-level API layer such as different kinds of shaders together, querying shader
DirectX or OpenGL. To generate final rendered pixels on parameters and passing parameters to shaders, debugging
the screen, the input data provided by the application shaders, selecting a suitable shader based on a predefined
must undergo a sequence of stages-the graphics or context and many more. Videogame developers must also
rendering pipeline. Nowadays, the pipeline incorporates implement integration of shaders with the game asset
several highly programmable parts which can be pipeline while  ensuring  a  smooth artist workflow and
controlled by using real-time shading (or even GPU run-time efficiency at the same time.

Shading Language (HLSL), the OpenGL Shading
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To achieve a non-trivial graphics effect or correctly Existing Effect Frameworks: Today's real-time graphics
render an object with complex shading, the rendering applications  are  centered  around  the  use  of  shaders
pipeline must be meticulously configured: the proper which control programmable parts of the graphics
render targets, render states  and shader programs must pipeline.  Configuring  the  graphics   pipeline to
be set,  shader  inputs  must  be bound to correct slots implement a certain rendering technique is an intricate
and so on. Depending on the rendering algorithm, this process  which  might  result  in  lots  of  tedious  and
process can be extremely fiddly and subject to subtle unruly code.
bugs.  Modern  low-level  graphics  APIs  such as For these reasons most graphics engines use some
DirectX 11  are  architected  around flexibility and speed abstraction and/or automation, usually in a form of a
by providing extensive access to the latest hardware shader framework for managing shaders or an effect
features and  employing  data-oriented design strategies system  for  managing  non-programmable  portions of
to minimize function  call  overhead.  This leads to the graphics pipeline as well. Fixed-function pipeline
verbose and cumbersome client code. When developing surface shaders, first used in Quake III Arena, can be
a cross-platform engine, this problem is further considered one of the earliest effect frameworks which
aggravated by the sheer number of wildly different gave  the  artists  a  new  level  of  control  over  the  look
combinations of graphics APIs and hardware features. of the surfaces.

But, in practice, in a majority of graphics applications Conceptually, an effect provides a convenient
there’s almost never a need to use a low-level API abstraction of a rendering method [3]. For example, an
directly-ready-made software packages, graphics engines, effect might dictate how to render natural-looking skies,
are used instead. A graphics engine can considerably water and plausibly simulate interaction of light with a
simplify development process by providing its own certain class of materials.
implementations of graphics scene, resource and pipeline Technically, an effect is a high-level grouping of
management and the corresponding set of tools. pipeline state  which  contains  one  or more techniques

Existing proprietary graphics engines are usually a for  performing    a    particular    rendering   algorithm.
part of a large and expensive software package developed Each technique consists of one or more passes which
mainly for creating videogames. They often hide internal contain all the relevant render states. In Direct3D 11, this
implementation details and don’t expose low-level access includes shader state (vertex, hull, domain, geometry and
to  the  underlying  engine API. Instead, they provide a pixel shaders together with  associated texture and
set  of   tools   for  creating  game  content,   for  example, sampler   states)    and    non-programmable pipeline state
a node-based material editor [1]. However, these engines (rasterizer,   depth-stencil   and   blend   states)  [4].
are aimed at highly skilled development teams specializing Several passes within a technique are necessary to
in production of AAA titles and are distinguished by implement complex multi-pass effects. Several techniques
exceptionally high license cost and steep learning curve. within a single effect can be used to write shaders for

On the other hand, most open-source graphics different hardware versions. At run-time, the application
engines don’t provide the same level of features as their can select the best-suited techniques based on the
commercial counterparts and may not be fully suitable for platform and hardware capabilities.
creating modern graphics utilizing advanced hardware Effects are typically authored using a complex
features to the full extent. external GUI tool such as  FX  Composer [5], but effect

Almost every graphics engine employs some files can be loaded  by  many digital content creation
abstraction around the low-level API and the rendering (DCC) tools such as 3ds Max or Maya. To ensure
pipeline  [2]  which  can  be  implemented  in a form of a interoperability, an effect may expose additional metadata
so-called effect system or framework. via annotations and some global parameters that can be

Existing  effect  frameworks  suffer  from a common queried and assigned by the application [6]. Tweakable
set of problems, namely: they are largely obsolete and parameters are shader constants that are set by the artist
don’t provide access to the latest hardware features. (for example, diffuse color, light intensity, fog density).
Open-sources  engines  are  often based on custom, They are usually initialized with meaningful default values
home-made shader frameworks, developed with an ad-hoc and are mainly used for tweaking material properties, for
approach in mind. example, when previewing a mesh in a DCC tool.
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Untweakable parameters are expected to be automatically Effect System for  Directx  11:  Design Methodology:
provided by the application and are not meant for With    regard     to      the      aforementioned    problems,
modification by humans (e.g. built-in engine uniforms: we   formulated    a    list    of    requirements    to    the
world-view-projection matrix, viewport resolution, global effect  system:
time, shadow maps).

In  2002  Microsoft  developed  an effect framework Support for most Direct3D 11 API features;
for its proprietary graphics API. DirectX effects are built Convenient interface to increase programmer
directly on top of the Direct3D API and provide functions productivity and allow for lucid and maintainable
for optimizing effects by removing shader and effect application code;
reflection metadata, annotations, etc. DirectX effects Minimal   run-time     overhead     for    performance
framework has been successfully used in many (in terms of both CPU cycles and memory
commercial projects by professional game developers, for consumption);
instance, in Metro: Last Light [7]. However, with the Optimal management of GPU resources (e.g. textures,
release of the last DirectX SDK in June 2010 the official shaders, uniform buffers);
development was discontinued, though Microsoft has Ability to create binary effect files for fast loading
placed the D3DX11 Effects source code in the hands of with minimal memory allocations;
the public. Ability to remove metadata from binary effect file

NVIDIA has also developed an alternative effect (e.g. symbol names, string data);
system, CgFX [8]. Its syntax is almost identical to DirectX Support for caching compiled shader bytecode on
effects. It's based on Cg Runtime Library which allows to disc;
cross-compile Cg shaders in both DirectX and OpenGL Ability to reload changed effect files on-the-fly;
applications. CgFX also features support for so-called Support for arbitrary user-defined annotations;
shader interfaces allowing at run-time to compose shader Flexible and expandable architecture to make future
code from fragments. modifications easier.

Until recently, there has been no readily available
shader or effect framework for use with OpenGL, so To obtain good performance, the effect system
OpenGL-based  graphics  engines  rolled their own should be designed according to the observed memory
custom-made solutions. access patterns, using cache-friendly data structures and

By  the  end  of  2012  nvFX,  a   new  effect avoiding indirections where possible. As much work as
framework was  developed  by  NVIDIA   with   the  goal possible should be done offline before running the
of creating a generic and flexible open-source solution application.
with  support  for  the  latest  API  features   of   both To   make    a    future    transition    to    OpenGL
DirectX  and  OpenGL  and  even  data-parallel  languages easier,   the    effect    system   should   be   built  on  top
for  GPU computing  [9].  However,  judging  by  its of   a   cross-platform   graphics   wrapper,   i.e.  the users
source code [10], it wasn't designed primarily for speed of  the  library  shouldn't  deal  directly  with  the
and has a considerable amount of overhead on the underlying  low-level  API.  Instead,   graphics  API
application side. objects should be referenced via (type-safe) opaque

To sum up, effect frameworks proved to be a handles and manipulated through free functions. This
convenient and powerful tool for developing graphics allows to design a simple and clean interface without
applications. However, even the most feature-rich and up- virtual function calls  and reduces compilation times as
to-date effect framework, nvFX, in an attempt to provide the lengthy DirectX headers needn’t be included by the
a universal  solution  exchanges  some performance in client code.
favor of flexibility. Introducing another level of indirection via handles

To  address  the  shortcomings  of these solutions, also leads  to  an easier implementation  of hot-reloading
we  present   a   modern   C++-based   effect   framework of graphics resources.
for  utilizing   the   latest   graphics   hardware   via
Direct3D 11 API, while striving to maintain good Effect System  Implementation:  The effect system
performance. consists of an offline and online (run-time) components.
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The run-time component is designed to be lean and best portions of VRAM). Render targets need to have
efficient and relies on optimized data prepared by the their sizes calculated at run-time, because they often
offline process. The presented effect system mostly depend on the back buffer resolution. For better
follows the old-proved and battle-tested design as instruction cache utilization related API functions are
employed in DirectX effects or CgFX. It differs from called together.
traditional  effect  systems  in  that it allows  compilation Shader code is written in a HLSL-like shader
of an effect library (a set of related effects) into one language.    Our     handcrafted     recursive   descent
package, which makes possible to perform some global parser   builds    an    intermediate    source-level   tree
optimizations (e.g. redundancy checking, optimal during parsing which is then processed by different
allocation of GPU resources, faster loading at run-time). visitors  to  perform  different  operations  (e.g.  dump
Each separately compiled effect must be linked with the debug   listings,    dump    shader    log)   and  processed
corresponding library to resolve external references to by   the   backend   to   emit   the   final   platform-  and
shared resources. For binary serialization we use API-specific  shader  code.  We  have  implemented a
reflection which allows to perform zero-allocation loading subset of C preprocessor (without merging of macro
of compiled effect blobs with automatically resolved arguments)  and  limited  semantic  checking  of  shader
internal pointers. code  with   sound   signal   notification   for  different

Effects are written by a programmer in text files using kinds of errors.
his favorite text editor. Every single effect file might Effects are compiled with our GUI tool ¯ Effect
contain render targets (color and depth targets), render Compiler which works with effect projects, each
states (rasterizer, depth-stencil, blend and sampler states), consisting  of  a  project  file  (a  JSON  file,  edited  via
state blocks (high-level aggregations of render states), GUI,   contains   a   list   of   references   to   effect  files
shader techniques. and project settings), file database (for tracking

Contrary  to  the  usual  effect  design,  each dependencies   between   source   files),   shader  cache
technique  pass  contains  only  shader  state  (references (for storing compiled shader code to accelerate
to  shader  programs   and   their   inputs:  constant subsequent   loading)    and    compiled    shader   library
buffers, textures and samplers) and doesn’t contain any (a binary file for fast loading, differently optimized
non-programmable render  states.   The   rationale  is  that depending  on   project   options).   Effect  Compiler
changing   of  render  states  is  usually  performed  at a which can monitor file system events, track changes,
lower frequency (per  scene  pass)   than   changing   of recursively  gather file dependencies (using the file
shader     state   (per-batch).   Moreover,   the  pass database) and automatically recompile changed effects.
doesn’t    contain    separate    data   sets   for   each The Effect Compiler can connect to the remote editor via
shader  stage  and   instead  keeps  a  unified  shader TCP and allow real-time updates send changed state
state (i.e. used by all shader stages) which leads to (Figure 1).
substantial memory savings and simplifies setting of
shader constants. Usage Examples: The developed effect framework has

Each  technique   contains  array  of  passes  and been used for building a prototype game engine and the
local   shader   resources   (constant    buffers  and following examples  demonstrate capabilities of the
textures).  It  may  also  keep  references  to  global system in the context of game development.
resources  which  are  shared  by   different  techniques
and must be explicitly bound to input slots by the Example 1: highlighting a currently hit object. When
programmer  (via  the register  keyword).  Non- working with a game level editor it’s convenient to
programmable   render    states    (rasterizer,   depth- highlight  the  object  which  is  currently located under
stencil, blend and sampler states) are always considered the mouse cursor. The code fragment shown below
global. illustrates single-color highlighting of a 3D model inside

To achieve the optimal usage of GPU memory the the game level editor. It shows getting and setting shader
resources  are   sorted   by   their   size  before  creation parameters by their names or name hashes within the
[11]  (e.g. render targets are sorted by size in ascending developed effect framework and submission of batches
order  so  that  the  largest  textures  are  placed  into  the for rendering.
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Fig. 1: A screenshot of the level editor and effect compiler communicating via network for hot reloading of changed
techniques

Eresult EdModel: Draw Selected (const Ed View & cbuffer.CommitChangedConstants();
camera, Arenderer & renderer) const

{Xlibrary & library = Renderer::GetLibrary(); mx TRY
(library. Set Render State By Name ("Wireframe Cull Back pass0. Apply();
No Z Test No Z Write No Stencil No Clip No Blend")); 

X Technique* technique =library. Find Technique By
Name ("Single Color"); if (!technique ) {return gfx::SubmitBatch();
eRESULT_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND;}

const float4x4 wvp = model->m_transform->ToFloat4x4()
* camera.viewProjectionMatrix; Querying shader parameters by their name hashes is

const float4 color = RGBAf::RED.q; collisions are resolved offline by the effect compiler) and

Xconstant Buffer & cbuffer = technique-> uniforms [0]; handles as a recommended way when using DirectX

const XUniform* u_WVP = cbuffer. Find Uniform By
Hash (mxHASH_ID (transform)); if( u_WVP ) Example   2:    Implementing      color-based      pixel-

{cbuffer.UpdateUniform(&wvp, u_WVP->offset, indispensable    for     quickly      selecting     scene
sizeof(wvp));} objects    with   mouse   clicks.  The  following  code

const XUniform* u_Color = cbuffer. Find Uniform By target and updating a shader constant buffer with a
Hash (mxHASH_ID (baseColor)); known layout:

if( u_Color ) {cbuffer.UpdateUniform(&color, u_Color- //NOTE: should be called inside Begin HitTesting()/
>offset, sizeof(color));} EndHitTesting()

Xshader Pass & pass 0 = technique->passes[0];

model->m_mesh->Bind();

return eRESULT_OK;}

faster than using string comparisons, secure (hash

more convenient than having to store resolved parameter

effects.

perfect  hit testing in the editor. Hit testing is

shows  rendering  of  an  object  into a hit proxy render
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Eresult HitTesting::SetHitProxy( HitProxyId id, const The current version, however, leaves some room for
float4x4& wvp ) improvement. The searching of shader parameters by

{Xlibrary& library = Renderer::GetLibrary(); sorted array. We can conserve lots of memory and

Xtechnique* technique = library. Find Technique By carefully compiling techniques and passes into
Name ("SingleColor"); contiguous, variable-width memory blocks, but it’s

chkRET_X_IF_NIL (technique, e RESULT _ OBJECT _ Currently, we are working on the next version of the
NOT _ FOUND); system with faster loading speed and decreased memory

struct ShaderData {float4x4 transform; float4 hitProxyId;};

ShaderDatashaderData;

shaderData.transform = wvp; www.unrealengine.com/features/editor/

shaderData.hitProxyId = HitProxyIdToFloat4(id); In GPU PRO  3:  Advanced Rendering Techniques,
XConstantBuffer& cbuffer = technique->uniforms[0]; Ed. Engel. CRC Press, pp: 291-319.

gfx:: Update Uniform Buffer (cbuffer. handle, & shader Real-time rendering, 3rd edition. CRC Press, pp: 45.
Data, size of (shaderData)); 4. Effects (Direct3D 11). Date Views 17.06. 2013

Xshader Pass & pass0 = technique->passes [0]; desktop/ff476136%28v=vs.85%29.aspx.

pass0. Apply(); return eRESULT_OK;} developer.nvidia.com/fx-composer

Each used  constant  buffer  may also be updated Reference. Date Views 17.06. 2013
from an external memory blob which may be casted to a msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/
known structure and updated as a whole. Then the bb173004(v=vs.85).aspx
corresponding constant buffer can be updated in one 7. Metro: Last Light. Date Views 01.08.2013
batch. This is much more efficient than setting uniform enterthemetro.com/
shader parameters one by one and doesn’t require having 8. NVIDIA Shader Library – CgFX. Date Views
to check a boolean flag to track dirty states as in D3DX11 15.11.2012 developer.download.nvidia.com/
Effects. The developed effect framework allows updating shaderlibrary/webpages/cgfx_shaders.html
shader constants using both the technique’s local state 9. Lorach, T., nvFX: A new scene and material effect
and user-supplied data from external sources (e.g. material framework for OpenGL and DirectX. Date Views
parameters). 01.08.2013 developer.nvidia.com/sites/ default/

CONCLUSION 0Shader-Effect%20Framework.pdf.

Based on the results of using the described effect DirectX). Date Views 01.08.2013 github.com/tlorach/
framework  in a prototypical game engine, we can nvFX.
conclude that the framework leads to better programmer 11. McDonald, J., Don’t Throw it all Away: Efficient
productivity  by  simplifying  management  of  the Buffer Management. Date Views 13.02. 2013
graphics   pipeline,     enables   rapid    turnaround    times developer.nvidia.com/sites/default/files/akamai/ga
by  employing  data-driven   approaches   and    on-the-fly medev/files/gdc12/Efficient_Buffer_Management_
 reloading   of effects, allows for clear and maintainable McDonald.pdf.
application code.

hash can be made faster by using a binary search over a

eliminate some indirections and pointer-chasing by

currently impossible to do with our reflection system.

usage.
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